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New energy for ‘old’ cranes
Retrofitting, increasing efficiency and lowering costs 
Kabelschlepp GmbH, Wenden-Gerlingen, Germany

Time is money – this particularly applies to transhipment at ports. 
When faced with horrendous demurrages, cargo from container 
ships has to be unloaded and loaded as quickly as possible. 
Reliable crane systems and supplying them with energy and 
data are absolutely essential here. Particularly with this in mind, 
Kabelschlepp designed the Rail Cable Carrier (RCC), which was 
retrofitted to container cranes during a general overhaul at Port 
Rashid in Dubai. 

As a result of the expansion of the cruise terminal at Dubai's 
Port Rashid deep-sea harbour, its container port had to give 
way to the touristic leviathans of the sea. The crane system 
employed there has been modernised and transported to the West 
African port city of Dakar, an important hub for transatlantic 
and European trade, and whose port is being transformed into a 
modern terminal. 

For the pilot project to modernise the ship-to-shore cranes 
in Dubai, Kabelschlepp presented the innovative RCC hose 
and cable carrier as a substitute for the festoon systems used to 
date, by means of which the crane trolley travels at high speeds 
to transport cargo. The RCC, originally designed for ‘grounded’ 
crane applications with extremely long travel lengths of 500 
metres or more, provides numerous advantages over travelling 
cables. “With state-of-the-art retrofitting operators can realise 
considerable savings in addition to increased system reliability”, 
explains Engineer Uwe Kemper of Kabelschlepp’s Research 
and Development Department. On the one hand the cable 
replacement cycle can be vastly extended. In festoon solutions 
these are not only subject to weather-induced wear; intense 
battering at the endpoint of the travel path causes heavier wear 
still. Because of the comparatively long cables – 130 m for one 
crane trolley travel length of 70.5 m – steep costs accrue with 
each replacement. On the other hand downtimes resulting from 
maintenance work, which can entail enormous amounts not 
only in transhipment, can be minimised. “In contrast the costs 
for material and maintenance required are comparatively low”, 
according to Kemper. As well, strong winds – commonplace in 
a port city like Dakar – would compromise operations using 
festoon systems, which have to be adjusted in case of excess wind 
load stressing.

Quick and reliable: convincing solutions
Because durable and reliable operation involving long service lives 
in crane applications is an essential economic factor, the RCC 
has been designed as a heavy-duty technical solution that meets 
precisely the requirements of complex crane applications even 
under rough, extremely diverse climatic operating conditions at 
seaports worldwide.

The system’s distinctive feature is it is designed as a roller 
chain. The cable carrier chain travels by means of ball-bearing 
rollers mounted on its side in an easy-to-install dual-level support 
structure. Whatever the long travel paths devised, it presents itself 
as an ideal substitute for festoon systems. The frame is simply 
positioned beneath the crane girder, while the basic application 
concept remains the same: the rollers fit in recessed U-shaped 
retainers on the frame, which hold the cable carrier securely 
in position. This fully supported guiding in the upper channel 

and the support channel on the lower level prevents the chain's 
upper run from sliding on top of the lower run, even in long-
term operation. This has not been possible until now for products 
whose rollers are integrated in the chain links. Push and pull 
forces are reduced by about 90 per cent compared to gliding 

Before and after: Ship-to-shore cranes at the Port of Dubai were retrofitted 
from festoon systems (left) to the innovative Rail Cable Carrier (crane in the 
background), which provides a wide variety of advantages for additional 
employment at the new Dakar site.

The cable carrier travels by means of ball-bearing rollers mounted on its side 
in an easy-to-install dual-level support structure that was simply positioned 
beneath the crane girder.
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arrangements, thus also significantly lowering the driving power 
that is required. “It is similar with the project in Dubai too. With 
long festoon systems, several cable trolleys have to be driven to 
some extent. RCC travels with the trolley and can be moved 
manually – very little exertion of force is needed”, Kemper 
reports. Thanks to this extremely low-wear, operation service life 
is prolonged considerably. In addition to this, the cable length 
required could be reduced by two-thirds compared to the festoon 
system. The cable length in the RCC system is just 52 metres 
which “saves costs [as] copper is expensive”, the design engineer 
concludes. The RCC can be realised using proven standard 
cable carriers from the Kabelschlepp programme. In Dubai, for 
example, a hybrid chain from the MC 1250 series with bolted 
aluminium stays in solid design. This chain version with a material 
combination of plastic for the chain bands and aluminium stays, 
really stands out due to fitting accuracy to the millimetre, great 
stability and exceptionally smooth properties.

Irrespective of the chain used, the RCC system is popular due 
to an extremely quiet, low-vibration run, and makes high speeds 
and additional loads of over 50 kg/m possible. It is “an all around 
optimal solution for this crane application which was completed 
in rapid time”, states Andy Rhodes, Projects Manager at World 
Crane Services FZE, who has been supervising the on-site 
operations on behalf of the operating company. He concludes, 
“The whole process from job assignment onwards took no more 
than two months.” The RCC solution did not only succeed in 

Dubai; Kabelschlepp is retrofitting cranes of every kind to RCC 
all over the world and with this, equipping new facilities.

Intelligent emergency system in case of a 
crash
As an extension of the RCC, the Emergency Cable Carrier 
(ECC) provides the highest operational standard in safety for 
basic operations. Here objects can end up on the cable carrier 
system's travel path and it would not be able to travel properly 
under load, because resistance during push or pull would be 
too great, straining or jarring the system and causing it to break 
down. With this, the entire system would be paralysed. The ECC 
is a decoupling system with emergency-stop function, which 
prohibits this. An emergency chain is attached to the main 
cable carrier. If a blockage of the system is detected by force 
measurement, it immediately deactivates the power feed for 
further travel. In order for the cable carrier to ride out the stop 
distance unscathed, the main chain is immediately decoupled. 
The emergency chain, sized in an application-compatible 
length, bridges over the distance till stop. Once the obstruction 
is eliminated, the emergency system can quickly decouple with 
the intact main chain. The system is immediately ready for 
operation again and does not have to be repaired. This provides 
port operators, amongst others, maximum safety with minimum 
downtimes and operation and maintenance costs.

Founded in 1954, Kabelschlepp is one of the world's leading suppliers of cable 

carriers, guideway protection and conveyor systems.
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No standstill times, repairs or failures: With ECC the cable carrier system does 
not breakdown in case of a blockage.

Rolling instead of gliding – a proven principle for less friction: The RCC roller 
chain cable carrier system travels on guide rails. Even extremely long travel 
lengths can be achieved without sag, permanently.


